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Landscape architects Steve Shapiro and Blair Didway planted tall evergreens around the
perimeter of the back garden of a 1941 Colonial Revival in Portland, Oregon, to ensure privacy.
Their other choices veer toward the formal side, echoing the classic lines of the home. The
fireplace from Stone Sculptures renders an idyllic spot for the owners and their guests to gather.
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Whether your home sits upon an expansive
waterfront lot or offers just a taste of the outdoors
via a sky-high terrace, there’s no wrong way to
enjoy a bit of fresh air, so long as you’re doing it in
style. Outdoor spaces represent an extension of a
residence’s interior and a homeowner’s personal
aesthetic, and as such they should be approached
with just as much care and attention to detail. What
do you envision for the ideal sanctuary in the sun?
Regardless of size, the opportunities are nearly
endless—from a cozy gathering spot with an electric
fireplace or fire pit to a water-lover’s paradise with an
infinity pool or elements like a fountain and a soaking
tub. Furniture pieces for alfresco dining and lounging
are a must, while manicured landscaping with the
perfect plants sets the overall tone. Here, experts
offer their tips for designing your own great outdoors.
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OUTDOOR
Left: The homeowners of this contemporary take on a Craftsman-style waterfront home have a perfect view
of the lake from RH lounge chairs. “The swimming pool was carefully sited to sit parallel to the lake and be
the heart of a rear garden that radiates from its perimeter,” explains Chicago landscape architect Ryan
Kettelkamp of his outdoor design choices.

RYAN
KETTELKAMP
Landscape Architect

Tell us about the clients’
vision for the outdoor
space of this house. This
home (right) is situated
on a corner lot across
from a public park, so the
owners needed the back
courtyard garden to feel
like an oasis. Sitting here,
they’re hardly aware that
they aren’t at a summer
house in Michigan.

this page: kettelkamp outdoor photo: tony soluri. opposite: bardorf photo: bill timmerman.

Below: A terrace between the master bedroom and the main spaces of a contemporary Paradise Valley house in
Arizona designed and built by Andy Byrnes is the ideal spot to take in the views. Landscape architect Stephen Bardorf
created a U-shaped planter to delineate the space, decorating it with the cactus he used elsewhere in the landscape.
The custom triangle sunshade fabricated by TSM Control Systems protects Gloster’s Nomad seating and ottomans.

How does the
architecture of a home
relate to its landscaping?
It’s a significant source of
inspiration, as are the site
and client. This home,
being across from Lake
Michigan, told us we
wanted a beachy feel,
and the clients wanted a
look that wasn’t overly
manicured. For us, the
home’s architecture was
all about the bold textures
of the Shingle style.
What’s special about
the landscaping here?
We are lucky in Chicago
in that we get four distinct
seasons, and the garden
gets to “change its
clothes” four times a
year. Our winter look, for
instance, is dependent
on texture and contrast.
Evergreens contrasted
with grasses and
deciduous plants with
strong sculptural forms are
important when the plants
are bare for five months.

“PEOPLE FORGET THAT AN OUTDOOR
SEATING SPACE NEEDS TO HAVE
BOUNDARIES JUST LIKE AN INDOOR
ROOM; IT’S HARD TO FEEL INVITING AND
COZY IN A COMPLETELY OPEN SPACE.”
–MIMI MCMAKIN, KEMBLE INTERIORS, SOUTH FLORIDA
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OUTDOOR

ESSENTIAL TIPS
FOR DESIGNING OUTSIDE
1. Clearly define areas for different activities such as
for dining, lounging or gardening. 2. Don’t overcrowd the
areas; allow for breathing room and space to wander.
3. Incorporate native plantings, which will appear to have
grown naturally and thrive in the environment. 4. Be
sure to provide cover from the sun when designing
for the outdoors, so that guests will have a place
to stay cool alfresco. 5. If you have a killer view,
build the home around it and ensure it
remains unobstructed when creating
outdoor spaces.

hubbard/morningstar photo: emily minton redfield. hoerr photo: michael robinson. erdman photo: r. brad knipstein.
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Left: For this 1920s-era
home in Lake Forest, Illinois,
landscape architect Douglas
Hoerr wanted to pay respect
to the house’s history and
architecture. A majestic
American elm tree shades
a path to the side entrance,
where he pulled the space
together using Wintergreen
boxwood, Limelight hydrangea
and lavender ivy geranium.
An antique bench offers
an idyllic lounging spot.
Below: Landscape designer
Valerie Erdman of Terra Fina
Design added a vegetable
garden and a topiary-lined
border to the grounds of
a European-inspired Marin
County home. She had The
Willow Farm create distinctive
woven garden beds to hold
the plants and centered them
around an antique urn.

In constructing a Boulder home architect Dale Hubbard
designed to reflect a modern take on old mining
structures, builder Kevin Morningstar wrapped the
exterior with vertical stained-wood siding. The structure
opens to an expansive deck, framed with glass railings,
giving the house an indoor-outdoor experience. A dining
table and chairs by Crate & Barrel stand near Smith
& Hawken chaise lounges, which pull up to a fire pit.
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As designer Nancy Heller puts it, she added “as much greenery as possible” to the grounds of a
Los Angeles home. The seating area rests on a concrete pad, while additional concrete forms a sculptural
backdrop for the fireplace. Lounge chairs from Janus et Cie and colorful woven poufs from Serena &
Lily reflect the lively feel of the interiors envisioned by designers Todd Nickey and Amy Kehoe.
this page: heller/nickey/kehoe fireplace photo: karyn millet. nickey/kehoe headshot: giovanni jance. aqui headshot: ana maria. opposite: ortez-colindres photo: carlos domenech.
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BRANCHING OUT

Turning exterior spaces into outdoor rooms that act as extensions of the interiors, all while curating plant
materials and respecting the land, is at the crux of today’s landscape design. And with the landscape
architecture coming into play at the very beginning of a project, the result is a cohesive outdoor living space
that holds as much importance as the architecture and interior design. Here, designers and landscape
architects lend their thoughts on how to curate such a dynamic space.

A black-bottom pool strikes a moody aesthetic in this backyard oasis by landscape designer Karla Ortez-Colindres,
a perfect complement to this Miami ranch home’s midcentury vibe. The interior’s sandblasted volcanic rock
flooring from Piedras International continues outside in a lighter form, forming a walkway to the pool.

Amy Kehoe: While we are fortunate in Southern
California to be able to more easily create outdoor
living spaces, we still tend to embrace the fact that we
are outside, thus not forcing too many interior elements.

obsessed with McKinnon and Harris outdoor furniture;
it’s so elegant and well-crafted. For plants, I love
anything with colored or variegated foliage, and
sweet fragrant plants.

Todd Nickey: We always, however, try to keep a strong
cohesion between the indoors and outdoors when
possible. Living in Southern California, outdoor space
is used almost as much as indoor—so not interrupting
the concept, neither inside nor outside, helps give
you a sense of a greater entertainment space.

Lewis E. Aqüi: My design style for the outdoors
is dictated by a combination of factors: The client’s
program or wish list, the desired architectural style,
and the site-specific traits of a piece of property, all
combined. The client’s lifestyle and personality, and
our working knowledge of art, engineering, urban
planning, sustainable design, green building and
horticulture mesh together to create visually pleasing
and environmentally sound solutions. I try to create
outdoor rooms that are interactive and personally
prefer a monochromatic palette with splashes of color.

Jarrod Baumann: Right now, I’m loving the mosaic
pebbles through a company called Solistone. We
are creating an amazing labyrinth with agate pebbles
standing on end that will be quite stunning. Also, I’m
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